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7 of 9 review helpful A Fantastic Book By CPR There are plenty of self proclaimed realists advancing the argument 
that war comes naturally to human beings but few scholars with the knowledge to effectively question that view and 
the writing ability to make their challenge a pleasure to read Fry is one of them I won t get into the debate itself better 
to buy the book and let Fry lay it out for you I would A profoundly heartening view of human nature Beyond War 
offers a hopeful prognosis for a future without war Douglas P Fry convincingly argues that our ancient ancestors were 
not innately warlike and neither are we He points out that for perhaps ninety nine percent of our history for well over a 
million years humans lived in nomadic hunter and gatherer groups egalitarian bands where warfare was a rarity 
Drawing on archaeology and fascinating recent fiel This is a passionate book containing a tidy account of systems of 
war and peace New Scientist This book offers a refreshing and timely look at the evidence that we have warfare in our 
genes Clearly the assumptions of those who argue this po 
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